
“Taking You Forward”
by exceeding your expectations

COMPANY PROFILE



By 2020, Neptic aspires to be among
the most admired national brands, by
enabling people everywhere to go
Forward.

Neptic Investment Group CC is a total solution provider company. It is
wholly namibian owned. Neptic has a strong diverse range and focus of
interests, which comprises of Information Technology, Graphic Design,
Printing, Gardening, Cleaning, Plumbing, Catering, Construction and
Renovation, but we are one brand, Neptic.

The close corporation is committed to providing high quality services
efficiently and cost effectively. With an inspiring background, an
unshakable set of values, and a clear sense of purpose.

Today, Neptic is as important to our success as the quality of our products
and services. It’s the emotional and intellectual foundation on which our
customers and stakeholders base their decisions. The targeted customers
are small to large size companies and walk in customers.

As its custodians, it is vital that we cherish, care and nurture Neptic. With
this thought in mind, we present our company profile.

Help us take you forward.
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MEET NEPTIC

Neptic is our reason to be.
And our rallying cry.

Our philosophy.
And a call to action.
Us stretching our arms towards perfection.

Neptic is who we are.
And together, Neptic is what we do
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OUR BACKGROUND
The Neptic story began in 2013 with a young man on a mission
who just won the Namibian YouthPaper Newspaper logo
competition.

When Ndeya Taapopi met Petrus Mbidi, the “self taught” sales,
marketing and networking expert behind Neptic, and had a flash of
inspiration:

“Wouldn’t this be an iconic partnership, invinsible and
unconquered in the business history of Namibia, be ideal for
betterment of the Republic of Namibian populace through the
provision of quality and affordable services?”

The answer was the rebirth of Neptic, the registration of the close
corporation in 2015 under the Republic of Namibian Close
Corporations Act.

Early pioneers of globalization, the partners collaborated with a
wide range of national companies. Before long, Neptic’s reach
extended to Information Technology, Gardening, Cleaning,
Plumbing, Catering, Construction and Renovation.

As we accelerate in the 21st century, we will continue to pursue
innovative ideas that enable people to go forward. We’ve come a
long way, but our journey in becoming a top national brand has just
begun.

01A | MEET NEPTIC
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OUR PRESENT

From the runaway success of designing corporate identities to
entering businesses of tomorrow, like the use of mobile
information technology and joint ventures amongst others, we
continue to go forward.

With over 200 satisfied customers, Neptic is expanding its presence
by operating as a mobile company all over Namibia.

As one of the wholly Namibian owned companies in the national
scene, competing in the Information Technology industry, we are at
the cutting edge of information technology and innovation, shaping
the future of information mobility.

And famously, we created the logo for The Namibian YouthPaper
Newspaper, Namibia’s best selling newspaper.

We’re proud that people from diverse backgrounds, occupations
and lifestyles are all able to enjoy our products and services.

01B | MEET NEPTIC
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OUR BUSINESSES

We will challenge conventional thinking and innovatively use all our resources to drive positive
change in the lives of our stakeholders and communities across Namibia, to enable them to go
forward.

01C | MEET NEPTIC

NEPTIC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Enables local businesses to become more productive
through sustainable Information, Communication and
Technology services.

NEPTIC GRAPHIC DESIGN
We design and deliver brands, from
conceptualization to implementation for use in print
or on the internet.

NEPTIC PRINITNG
We print marketing material for businesses from
stationery to any other company artworks

NEPTIC GARDENING
Maintaining your outdoor appearance to provide a
great look and feel to any home or business and
increases the appeal of your property.

NEPTIC CLEANING
We provide detailed corporate and residential
cleaning services for our valued customers, designed
to keep your property looking its best.

TEN SECTORS. ONE COMPANY. ONE PURPOSE.

NEPTIC PLUMBING
Specialized in installing and maintaining systems used
for drinking water, sewage and drainage
in plumbing systems.

NEPTIC CATERING
We provide food and drinks service at a remote site
or a site such as a hotel, public house (pub), or other
location.

NEPTIC CONSTRUCTION
We translate your residential building designs into
reality.

NEPTIC RENOVATION
We create a new appearance and improve broken,
damaged, or outdated structures of commercial and
residential properties

NEPTIC PARTNERS
Incubates new ventures and provides growth capital
to bring our stakeholders diversified products and
services.

NEPTIC INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

NEPTIC GRAPHIC DESIGN

NEPTIC PRINTING

NEPTIC GARDENING

NEPTIC CLEANING

NEPTIC PLUMBING

NEPTIC CATERING

NEPTIC CONSTRUCTION 

NEPTIC RENOVATION

NEPTIC PARTNERS
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SOUL OF NEPTIC

What drives Brand Neptic

Taking you forward gives our brand meaning and purpose. It
instils an ambition and attitude that we can achieve whatever
we set our minds to.

It declares who we are, how we operate, what we believe in and
our collective aspiration to be a nationally admired brand.
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MANIFESTO

Today is another perfect day to defy the world’s naysayers.

Today, we will think bigger than our size.
Today, we will refuse to accept limitations.
Today, we will not be held back by the past.

Today, we will focus on the future — and never, ever blink.

Today, we will break down another barrier.
Scoff at another convention.
And use alternative thinking.
To solve another previously unsolvable problem.

Today, we will accomplish something astounding.
And in the process, change someone’s life for the better.

Today, we will set an example for the world.

With boldness.
With confidence.
With relentless optimism.

Good Day.
Today is another perfect day to take you forward

02A | SOUL OF NEPTIC
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MIND OF NEPTIC

Brand Neptic’s beliefs

Our beliefs stem from our Core Purpose and help guide
our actions. They steer us towards our goal of becoming a
nationally admired brand, and the Namibia’s No.1 in
every industry we operate. Above all, they inspire us to
create offerings that help our customers and society to go
forward.
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CORE PURPOSE

We will challenge conventional thinking and innovatively
use all our resources to drive positive change in the lives
of our stakeholders and communities across the world,
to enable them to go forward.
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BRAND PILLARS
ACCEPTING NO LIMITS
We will think big and look beyond conventional boundaries. We
will encourage our people to be adaptable and agile, benchmark
beyond global best-in-class, and take well-reasoned risks to deliver
breakthrough products, services and solutions for our customers.

Go forward by daring to disturb the universe.

ALTERNATIVE THINKING
We will apply alternative thinking and new approaches in our
everyday work-life. We will seek out fresh, diverse perspectives and
reward those who deliver alternative thinking. We will direct our
intellect towards customer-focused innovation and will use our
ingenuity to add value to our stakeholders.

Go forward with your ingenuity.

DRIVING POSITIVE CHANGE
We will deeply understand the needs of our customers and offer
them quality products and services that will not only delight them,
but improve and transform their lives. We will put our customers at
the centre of our business and build strong relationships with
them. We will act with the highest standards of integrity. We will
strive to bring about positive change in our own lives, and enable
our customers and communities to go forward.

Go forward by shaping destinies.

03B | MIND OF NEPTIC
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CORE VALUES
PROFESSIONALISM
We have always sought the best people for the job and given them
the freedom and the opportunity to grow. We will continue to do
so. We will support innovation and well-reasoned risk taking, but
will demand performance.

GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP
As in the past, we will continue to seek long-term success, which is
in alignment with the needs of the country we serve. We will do
this without compromising ethical business standards.

CUSTOMER FIRST
We exist and prosper only because of the customer. We will
respond to the changing needs and expectations of our customers
speedily, courteously and effectively.

QUALITY FOCUS
Quality is the key to delivering value for money to our customers.
We will make quality a driving value in our work, in our products
and in our interactions with others. We will do it ‘First Time Right’.

DIGNITY OF THE INDIVIDUAL
We will value individual dignity, uphold the right to express
disagreement and respect the time and efforts of others. Through
our actions, we will nurture fairness, trust and transparency

03C | MIND OF NEPTIC
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ACTIONS OF NEPTIC

Living Brand Neptic

Taking you forward means soaring above
limitations. It means defying the odds. It means
thinking alternatively and creating a better life for
yourself, your family, your customers and the
country.
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LIVING FORWARD.

ACCEPTING NO LIMITS
In 2015, we made history by becoming 1 of the many registered
close corporations to provide products and services to the
Namibian populace.

ALTERNATIVE THINKING
Designed and made in Namibia, the Brand Neptic has started a
revolution in information technology mobility.

DRIVING POSITIVE CHANGE
Through Neptic Partners, we are providing important support
services to people in rural areas, helping empower them to take
charge of their future. The company plans to create tens and
hundreds of new jobs and has served over 200 customers.

04A | ACTIONS OF NEPTIC
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OUR CUSTOMERS

Our customers are at the heart of taking you forward.

All that we do empowers them to overcome their own challenges.
To exploit their ingenuity and experience better lives. All that we do
centres around enabling our customers to go forward.

Because when they go forward, so do we.

WE WILL
Never underestimate the power and potential of the individual.
Never take our customers’ passions for granted.
Never forget that our job is to enable others to live more productive
lives.

WE WILL NEVER FORGET
That we don’t just sell products and services; we build relationships.
That we have a responsibility to our community and our environment.
That our actions can have a profound effect on the world around us.
That our customers are ambitious and optimistic, they want to be
empowered to shape their own destinies.

04B | ACTIONS OF NEPTIC
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YOU & NEPTIC

You and Brand Neptic

Our goal to be one of the most admired national brands will
only be achieved if we all share the same sense of purpose.
That is why our most valuable asset is you. That is why
you’re holding this company profile in your hands.

Use it. Live the words. Help our customers and us take you
forward.
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TODAY

Today, we will stand up and be counted. We will question
the unquestionable and challenge the conventional.

Today, we will go forward past our furthest expectations.
And today, we will ask others to do the same.

Today, we will raise our gaze above our work, our
departments, our businesses and look at the potential for
Namibia.

Today is our day to accept no limits.
To think alternatively.
To drive positive change.
Today is our day to go forward.

05A | YOU & NEPTIC
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THERE ARE THOSE WHO ACCEPT THINGS AS THEY ARE, AND THOSE WHO GO FORWARD. 

TO CHANGE | THEY GO FORWARD PAST DOUBT, GO FORWARD PAST FEAR, AND GO FORWARD PAST SKEPTICISM | THEY GO FORWARD FOR 

THEMSELVES , FOR THEIR FAMILIES , AND FOR THE COMMUNITIES THEY LIVE IN | THEY GO FORWARD BY THINKING BIGGER, BY REFUSING TO GIVE UP, 

BY ALWAYS MOVING FORWARD | THEY GO FORWARD BY NOT SUCCUMBING TO THE STATUS QUO, BY SEEKING POSITIVE CHANGE, BY THINKING 

DIFFERENTLY, AND BY ACTING BOLDLY | THEY GO FORWARD BY BEING RELENTLESS IN THEIR PURSUIT OF INNOVATION | THEY GO FORWARD PAST  

MISTAKES , PAST FAILURES , PAST FRUSTRATIONS, WHICH ARE SIMPLY PART OF THE GAME | THEY GO FORWARD PAST THE SHADOWS OF THE PAST, 

AND THE UNCERTAINTY OF THE FUTURE | THEY GO FORWARD PAST THE VOICES OF NEGATIVITY, AND THAT LITTLE VOICE IN THEIR HEAD THAT 

SOMETIMES TELLS THEM TO STOP | THEY GO FORWARD WHEN ALL THE CONVENTIONAL WISDOM TELLS THEM TO STAY WHERE THEY ARE, TO ACCEPT 

THE CARDS THEY’VE BEEN DEALT, TO BE HAPPY WITH THE WORLD AS IT IS | THEY GO FORWARD NOT JUST BECAUSE THEY WANT TO, BUT BECAUSE 

THEY FEEL THEY HAVE TO | THESE ARE THE PEOPLE OF NEPTIC, AND THESE ARE THE PEOPLE WE SERVE | PEOPLE WHO GO FORWARD.
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©2017
Published by the Neptic Group

For copies, please email us at brand@nepticgroup.com

CONTACT DETAILS 
Cell: +264 (0) 81 468 6622  |  Cell: +264 (0) 81 427 9970 

Email: info@nepticgroup.com  |  Website: www.nepticgroup.com

PHYSICAL ADDRESS 
1925 Hegner Street, Pionierspark Extension 1, Windhoek

POSTAL ADDRESS 
P.O. Box 5188, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia 

ACCOUNTANT 
TWEYA FINANCIAL SERVICES 
(Certified Public Accountant) 

SOUTHERN AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR BUSINESS ACCOUNTANTS


